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After Dong Qing and Xia Ye finished preparing the bath water, they came to the courtyard. “Miss, the 

bath water is ready. You can take a bath now.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu got up from the swing and strolled into the bedroom. 

 

 

Dong Qing heard the sound of water being stirred from inside and could not help but gloat at Xia Ye. 

“There will be a good show tomorrow!” 

 

 

Xia Ye also laughed in a low voice. A pheasant was a pheasant. Even if it flew onto the branches, it would 

still be a pheasant! 

 

 

After a full two hours, Yun Chujiu’s voice came from the bedroom. “I’m done washing up. Come and 

clean up.” 

 

 

Dong Qing and Xia ye looked at each other. It was already dark. This country bumpkin was really slow! 

 

 

When the two of them entered the bedroom, they saw that Yun Chujiu had already changed into a set 

of light yellow clothes. After bathing, her skin had a faint pink color. 

 

 



Although Dong Qing and Xia Ye looked down on Yun Chujiu, they had to admit that this country bumpkin 

was indeed good-looking. She was even more beautiful than the second miss, but unfortunately, she 

was a trash with low spiritual power. 

 

 

The two of them were about to put away the bathtub when they heard Yun chujiu say with a smile, 

“You’ve been busy all day. Take a bath too!” 

 

 

Dong Qing and Xia ye shook their heads immediately. What a joke. Not to mention that this was the 

bath water that they had used up, the hook vine powder alone was enough to kill someone! 

 

 

“What? Are you guys looking down on me?”Yun chujiu’s small face darkened. 

 

 

Although Dong Qing and Xia Ye were not afraid of her, they still had to put up with her, thus, Xia ye said, 

“Miss, you’ve misunderstood! How could we look down on you? It’s just that it’s not convenient for us 

these few days, so we can’t take a bath.” 
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Xia Ye was very proud. With this excuse, how could you force us to take a bath? 

 

 

Sure enough, Yun chujiu nodded. “That’s really unfortunate. If that’s the case, let’s just forget about it!” 

 

 



Dong Qing and Xia ye exchanged a subtle glance. She was just a country bumpkin, so she could easily 

fool them. 

 

 

“Eh? Why is there a person in the corner?”Yun chujiu suddenly shouted. 

 

 

Dong Qing and Xia ye subconsciously looked in the direction that Yun Chujiu pointed to, but they did not 

expect Yun Chujiu to shout again. “Oh my God! She, why does she look exactly like me? ! It’s so scary!” 

 

 

Yun chujiu shouted as she pounced towards Dong Qing. It seemed that she wanted to hide behind Dong 

Qing. Dong Qing was staring at the corner of the wall in confusion. She did not expect Yun chujiu to rush 

over. She was knocked off balance by Yun Chujiu, yun chujiu followed the momentum with a palm strike 

and Dong Qing fell headfirst into the bathtub. 

 

 

Xia Ye was shocked. She reached out her hand to pull Dong Qing up. Yun Chujiu kicked at her lower 

back! 

 

 

Xia Ye was caught off guard and was kicked by Yun Chujiu. She and the bathtub were kicked to the 

outside by Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

The bath water spilled all over the floor, and Dong Qing was drenched. Although Xia ye did not fall into 

the bathtub, the water still spilled onto her body. 

 

 



Dong Qing climbed up in a sorry state. Her face was red with anger. She pointed at Yun chujiu and said 

angrily, “What are you doing?” 

 

 

Xia Ye also glared at Yun Chujiu. “Miss, what did we do wrong? Why are you treating us like this?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu snorted coldly. “What did you do wrong? Someone told me that you put something dirty in 

the bath water. Why Don’t you just tell us the truth? !” 

 

 

The two of them naturally would not admit it, dong Qing said fiercely but cowardly, “Miss, you, you are 

making this up out of thin air! How could we put something dirty in it? If I put something dirty in it, how 

could you be fine? Besides, who else is here? Who framed us?” 


